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Abstract
Laboratory tests of water flowing over a modified ogee weir are carried out in a wave–current flume for two different

scales. A model of a weir representing a part of a spillway section of the existing Włocławek dam (Vistula River, Poland) is

mounted in a wave–current flume. The Froude similarity law is used to simulate the flow over a real damming structure at

1:25 and 1:50 scales. Particle image velocimetry methods are employed to measure a flow velocity field over the crest of

the weir model. The system is capable of providing high fidelity velocity fields at sampling rates of 10 Hz and 50 Hz.

Detailed information on flow characteristics is extracted from the instantaneous velocity field measurements to provide a

comprehensive description of the kinematics of a weir flow at discharges corresponding to hydrological events with return

periods of 100 and 1000 years, revealing some interesting spatial features. The geometry of the weir results in the

development of a characteristic circulation cell, which is relatively wide for the lower discharge. When the flow intensity

increases, a triangular circulation develops behind the weir crest instead. Moreover, sudden changes in the flow regime lead

to the rapid formation of vortex structures, which propagate downstream at speeds ranging from 0.3 to 1 m s-1. The origin

of eddy formation is identified at the upstream and downstream ends of the weir crest for respective average velocities at

the crest of approx. 0.6 m s-1 and 1.2 m s-1.
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1 Introduction

Dam engineering structures are widely used to raise the

water level and thus secure safe retention and storage of

water for a number of fundamental purposes, such as

navigation, irrigation, water supply, hydroelectricity, reg-

ulation of rivers, flood control, etc.[1]. Weirs constitute a

common type of hydraulic damming solutions that either

form part of an embankment or a concrete dam, or are built

as standalone structures. There is no universal type of a

weir, as its configuration differs depending on the local

requirements and technical capabilities. Weirs are con-

structed as sharp-crested and broad-crested structures.

Sharp-crested weirs include rectangular, triangular, and

trapezoidal notches. Broad-crested weirs are generally

constructed as concrete blocks with a very broad sill. The

weir section of a barrage may include weirs of different

forms, such as a sloping weir, a vertical drop weir, an ogee

weir, and a labyrinth weir with a zig–zag crest [1]. A

fundamental function of a weir is to block a flowing stream

of water and eventually force a hydraulic overflow over the

weir crest. Safe and economic design of a weir requires

determining the hydrodynamic loads acting on the structure

to properly satisfy conditions of stability as well as

recognising flow kinematics to ensure a necessary amount

of water being discharged over the crest. Most of design

works uses generally accepted standards and guidelines
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based on empirical formulas derived for typical geometries

and types of weirs. However, the final engineering project

is usually preceded by experimental modelling of admitted

hydraulic solutions at a model scale in a hydraulic flume.

In Poland, a good example of a dam design process

supported by laboratory experiments is the construction of

the Włocławek barrage, which was built in 1962–1970 as

the first element of a lower Vistula cascade originally

planned as a set of eight low-head barrages [2, 3]. The total

length of a 10-span concrete spillway section of the

Włocławek dam is 200 m [4]. The weir crest elevation is

50.5 m a.s.l. The upstream and downstream beds are

located at 42 and 41 m a.s.l., respectively. The normal

damming level is 57.3 m a.s.l. The design values of max-

imum discharge rates Q1% and Q0.1%, corresponding to

extreme hydrological events with return periods of 100 and

1000 years, are estimated as high as 9745 m3 s-1 and

12,514 m3 s-1. The design of the spillway section of the

Włocławek barrage allowed for an important meteorolog-

ical factor, which is the risk of ice formation upstream of

the dam. Hence, the spillway section was designed to allow

ice sheets to pass downstream over the head regulator gates

of a plain vertical lift type. This involved a modification to

the original ogee weir profile, resulting in the construction

of an indentation behind the crest to hide the gates.

The construction of the Włocławek dam was preceded

by an experimental model study of the hydraulic properties

of the spillway section and water flow characteristics in the

hydraulic laboratory of the Institute of Hydro-Engineering,

Polish Academy of Sciences, Gdańsk in 1959. The inves-

tigations included testing of the original design of the weir

using the 1:50 model scale, selected according to the

Froude similarity law, and measurements of hydrodynamic

loads at the 1:25 model scale. In the course of experiments,

water flow velocities were measured using state-of-the-art

Pitot tubes and surface markers (floaters). A number of

velocity profiles were obtained along the streamwise

direction of the downstream side of the weir. However,

velocities in a direct vicinity of the weir model were not

measured. Velocity data acquisition around the weir model

would have been extremely long and laborious due to the

limited number of Pitot tubes and a relatively large number

of acquisition points necessary for a reasonable spatial

resolution of a velocity vector field for engineering

purposes.

Since the development of the PIV technique and its

adaptation to fluid flows, effective measurements of the

evolution of instantaneous velocity fields have become

feasible [5]. Common problems of a coarse resolution and

an intrusive character of single-point sensors (such as a

Pitot tube) have been finally resolved. With respect to river

flows, PIV techniques were widely applied to estimate

water surface velocities using naturally occurring foam as a

tracer [6]. This method, known as Large Scale Particle

Image Velocimetry (LS-PIV), has become a popular field

measuring technique for evaluating kinematics of surface

river flows [7–9]. Successful implementation of PIV in

river flow measurements encouraged researchers to derive

a methodology based on PIV and Particle Tracking

Velocimetry (PTV), which resulted in the first operational

version of the RIVeR package (Rectification of Image

Velocity Results) for large scale velocimetry [10].

It is thus surprising that the new capabilities of the PIV

method are only seldom applied to the classical scientific

problem of flow over a weir. Most of research still relies on

Acoustic Doppler Velocimetry (ADV) point measure-

ments. For instance, ADV was used to measure flow

velocities for streamlined weirs [11] and labyrinth weirs

[12]. Moreover, numerical techniques were also used

because of the modest availability of measuring equipment

to investigate weir flows [13] and other important problems

of river hydraulics (see e.g. [14].). Application of PIV to

specific problems of weir hydraulics is relatively scarce. A

few examples are studies of flow over a stepped spillway

[15, 16] or the oscillating behaviour of a liquid nappe [17].

Recently, an interesting problem of flow over an ogee

spillway crest was investigated by laboratory techniques

based on Bubble Image Velocimetry (BIV) [18], where

bubbles were used as tracers for the PIV analysis. Another

recent example of application of imaging techniques used

to investigate flow characteristics is the study on horizontal

dense flow spreading in ambient water driven by inclined

and convergent surface jets [19]. In this study, a system of

two cameras captured spreading patterns of horizontal

dense flow of the coloured jet fluid in an experimental

flume with Plexiglas walls.

In view of the above, the present study deals with

physical tests of water flowing over a submerged damming

structure and PIV measurements in a wave–current flume

for two weir models corresponding to model scales of 1:25

and 1:50. The weir model under investigation is based on a

real engineering solution, which is a part of the spillway

section of the Włocławek dam. Weir flow kinematics are

determined by a PIV system comprising a high-speed

camera and a laser. The information on the spatial char-

acteristics of velocity vector fields under various parame-

ters of flow is used to study the intrinsic features of water

flowing in the vicinity of the damming structure. Previous

laboratory investigations of flow characteristics covered

only time-averaged velocity profiles at some distance from

the weir model. The present experimental study provides a

comprehensive description of the kinematics of flow

directly over the weir model of the Włocławek dam at

discharges corresponding to hydrological events with

return periods of 100 and 1000 years. The resulting com-

prehensive database of experimental velocity
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measurements may serve as a basis for validation of the

available numerical models of computational fluid

dynamics used for simulations and predictions of a flow

field in flow–structure interaction problems.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Experimental Setup

Experimental tests are carried out in the hydraulic labora-

tory of the Institute of Hydro-Engineering, Polish Academy

of Sciences (IHE PAS). A major part of the laboratory

consists of a wave–current flume, which is a glass-sided

basin filled with water of length l = 64 m and width

b = 0.6 m. The height of the flume walls is 1.4 m. The

operational water depth (h) varies between 0.2 m and

0.8 m. The flume is equipped with a piston-type wave-

maker driven by an electric motor and a set of two 50 Hz

FLYGT PP 4640 hydraulic pumps installed independently

inside two tanks at both ends of the flume. Under the flume

bottom, a 0.5 m diameter steel pipe is installed for recir-

culation of water, together with a Techmag FM 300 elec-

tro-magnetic flowmeter, which allows the net discharge

Q to be monitored during laboratory tests with 0.5%

accuracy. The laboratory flume environment makes it

possible to test physical models by standard measuring

procedures as well as by measuring methods based on

imaging techniques, such as PIV (see e.g. [20–22].). A

general scheme of a wave–current flume with a wave–

current generating system is presented as a side view in

Fig. 1.

In the present study, only the flow-generating function

of the wave–current generating system is used. The

wavemaker plate is removed from the flume to ensure free

flow of water (Fig. 1). Only the system of pumps is used to

generate a steady current in the flume. Hence, the most

important factors determining the capabilities of the flow-

generating system are the minimum and maximum

discharges of the pumps, which are 0.03 m3 s-1 and

0.33 m3 s-1, respectively, for working pump frequencies

fpump of 20 Hz and 50 Hz. However, due to energy losses

along the flume and the pipe, the maximum net discharge is

lower. Depending on the operational water depth, the

pumps are capable of producing net discharges ranging

from 0.08 m3 s-1 to 0.19 m3 s-1 for h = 0.3 m and from

0.09 m3 s-1 to 0.24 m3 s-1 for h = 0.6 m, corresponding to

average flow velocities ranging from 0.44 m s-1 to

1.05 m s-1 for h = 0.3 m and from 0.25 m s-1 to

0.67 m s-1 for h = 0.6 m. In Fig. 2, the net discharge

generated by pump 2 is presented as a function of the pump

working frequency. It may be seen from the graph that

increasing the working frequency of pump 2 results in a

nearly linear increase in discharge. However, some small

deviations from the linear Q—fpump dependency are

apparent for the highest working frequencies of the pump

and for the lower water depth h = 0.3 m because of the

incomplete submergence of the pump in the flume tank.

Fig. 1 A schematic side view of the IHE PAS wave–current flume

Fig. 2 Net discharge characteristics of pump 2
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Weir models of two different physical scales, 1:50 and

1:25, are installed in the flume. The models are made of

waterproof plywood painted with matte black paint. The

shape and physical dimensions of the models correspond to

the geometry of a segment of a narrow-crested spillway

section of the existing Włocławek dam. In Fig. 3, a

Fig. 3 A schematic cross section of a weir corresponding to the 1:25 model scale

Table 1 Basic hydraulic parameters of laboratory PIV measurements of flow over a weir

Test

no.

Scale Hydrostatic

water depth

h (m)

Pump working

frequency fpump

(Hz)

Net

discharge

Q (m3 s-1)

Upstream

water

depth hu

Crest

height

C (m)

Crest head

of water

H (m)

Downstream

water depth hd

(m)

Average velocity at

crest head vH

(m s-1)

WF01 1:50 0.3 20 0.061 0.32 0.18 0.13 0.28 0.78

WF02 1:50 0.3 24 0.078 0.33 0.18 0.13 0.26 1.00

WF03 1:50 0.3 40 0.130 0.36 0.18 0.12 0.26 1.80

WF04 1:25 0.4 20 0.034 0.47 0.36 0.08 0.29 0.70

WF05 1:25 0.4 30 0.072 0.52 0.36 0.11 0.09* 1.09

WF06 1:25 0.4 42 0.122 0.57 0.36 0.15 0.10* 1.36

WF07 1:25 0.5 20 0.070 0.53 0.36 0.13 0.46 0.90

WF08 1:25 0.5 42 0.152 0.60 0.36 0.19 0.14* 1.33

WF09 1:25 0.5 50 0.188 0.63 0.36 0.21 0.15* 1.49

WF10 1:25 0.6 20 0.083 0.61 0.36 0.25 0.60 0.55

WF11 1:25 0.6 42 0.175 0.64 0.36 0.23 0.51 1.27

WF12 1:25 0.6 50 0.215 0.65 0.36 0.23 0.43 1.56

*Downstream water depth at supercritical flow (the upstream side of a hydraulic jump)

Fig. 4 PIV coverage area of flow over the weir: a scale factor 1:50, b scale factor 1:25
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schematic cross section of the model is presented with

dimensions corresponding to the 1:25 scale. The upstream

vertical wall of the two scale models coincides with the

z axis (x = 0 m) and is located 39 m away from the inflow

boundary of pump 1 (Fig. 3).

The spillway wall faces are vertical with an offset

upstream and a small rounded edging at the top of the crest

downstream. The crest is relatively narrow. The weir and

the associated water flow are characterised by the follow-

ing parameters: the upstream water depth hu, the down-

stream water depth hd, the crest height C, and the head of

water above the crest H. The head height and

upstream/downstream water depths depend on the initial

water depth in the flume (at the hydrostatic state) and the

net discharge produced by the pumping system.

2.2 PIV Measurements

The instantaneous velocity fields of flow over the weir are

recorded by a state-of-the-art 2D Flowmaster PIV system

comprising a high-speed camera with a charge-coupled

device (CCD) having a resolution of 1280 9 1024 pixels

and a neodymium-doped yttrium–aluminium-garnet

Fig. 5 Average velocity fields of flow over the 1:50 weir model; a–

c tests WF01-WF03
Fig. 6 Average velocity fields of flow over the 1:25 weir model; a–

c tests WF04-WF06
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(Nd:YAG) 50 mJ dual laser-head system operating at a

maximum repetition rate of 50 Hz. Hollow glass spheres

are suspended in water and used as seeding tracer particles.

They are illuminated by a pulsed sheet of laser light and

recorded as a pair of two single-exposure images by a

camera. The two camera exposures are separated by an

interval of 1.8 ms. Based on the time interval between

images and the average displacement of the seeding

material, the velocity vector is determined in selected

subareas called interrogation windows. More information

on the principle of PIV measurements and analysis of

results may be found in papers on the use of PIV tech-

niques in experimental fluid mechanics (see e.g. [5, 23].).

Velocity measurements are performed in a plane parallel to

the direction of flow and the glass walls of the flume. The

PIV camera traces particle displacements by recording

pairs of images in a 0.369 m 9 0.295 m field of view with

a fixed sampling frequency fPIV. The PIV coverage for the

two model scales is depicted in Fig. 4

A double frame/double exposure method, based on the

cross correlation of two images, is used to calculate the

spatial distribution of velocity vectors at consecutive time

Fig. 7 Average velocity fields of flow over the 1:25 weir model; a–

c tests WF07-WF09

Fig. 8 Average velocity fields of flow over the 1:25 weir model; a–

c tests WF10-WF12
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instants. A multi-pass method with a decreasing interro-

gation window size is used with a 50% overlap. The size of

the starting window is 128 by 128 pixels, and the size of

the resulting window is 32 by 32 pixels. Moreover, a

geometric mask is applied to a sequence of images to

increase the accuracy of calculations in the vicinity of the

water surface and the physical model edges. Quiver

velocity graphs presenting PIV measurements and com-

plementary line plots are derived using the Golden Soft-

ware Grapher 11 package.

2.3 Test Cases

The measurements are carried out for three initial water

depths corresponding to hydrostatic conditions for the

model scale of 1:25 and one water depth for the 1:50 model

scale. Three net discharges for each case are produced by

pump 2. Two series of measurements are carried out for

each fixed initial depth and net discharge to provide 1200

instantaneous velocity fields at 10 Hz and 50 Hz sampling

frequencies. The data collected at the 10 Hz sampling

frequency are used to study the steady state characteristics

of flow over the weir, while the 50 Hz sampling rate is used

to analyse the formation and propagation of vortex struc-

tures in a region adjacent to the weir crest. PIV measure-

ments are complemented by the monitoring of the net flow

discharge and free-surface position at several locations in

front of, above, and behind the weir. Basic parameters of

weir flow tests are summarised in Table 1.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Weir Flow Structure

To give some insight into the structure of flow over the

weir model, a series of time-averaged velocity vector fields

is presented in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8. The mean values of velocity

vector components are calculated on the basis of 1200

instantaneous velocity fields recorded at the 10 Hz sam-

pling frequency, thus covering an averaging interval of two

minutes. The results in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8 are complemented by

spatial information on the maximum flow velocity along

the streamwise direction x together with reference critical

velocity estimates (vc). In this case, the critical velocity is

determined as a velocity corresponding to the critical flow,

where the Froude number is equal to unity (Fr = vc

g-0.5 h-0.5 = 1). In the region upstream of the weir, the

critical velocity is calculated on the basis of upstream

depth (hu). On the other hand, the critical velocities along

the weir crest and further downstream are estimated on the

basis of the total head of water above the crest (H). It is

Fig. 9 Average distribution of maximum velocity along the streamwise direction of flow over a weir: a 1:50; b–d 1:25; h = 0.3 m; WF01 (a),

WF04 (b), WF07 (c), and WF10(d)—green line (triangles); WF02 (a), WF05 (b), WF08 (c), and WF11(d)—blue line (squares); WF03 (a),

WF06 (b), WF09 (c), and WF12(d)—red line (circles); respective critical flow velocities are provided for reference (solid lines)
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therefore assumed that the thickness of the main stream

tube is approximately constant and equal to H in this

region. The streamwise velocity distributions for smaller

and larger scale experiments are presented in Fig. 9.

In the case of the smaller model scale (1:50), the flow is

characterised by similar spatial patterns as for the larger

model scale (Figs. 5a–c, 9a). It may be seen that in the

inflow region, the flow regime is subcritical and relatively

uniform over depth. When approaching the vertical front of

the weir model, water particles accelerate because the

vertical upstream weir wall reduces the area perpendicular

to the flow. The water flowing over the weir model con-

tinues to accelerate. The flow undergoes a transition from

the subcritical to the supercritical regime. The maximum

velocities grow from 0.5 to 1 m s-1 upstream of the weir

crest to 1.5 to 2 m s-1 at the local maximum above the

crest (x = 0 m). Behind the crest, the maximum velocity

preserves a slightly lower constant value along the down-

stream side of the weir model. The stream is first attached

to the weir model at the crest and then it overfalls freely

above its milder slope downstream of the weir crest. A

circulation cell develops under the stream just behind the

downstream side of the crest. The water underneath the

main stream flows in the reverse direction until reaching

the downstream vertical front. In the case of the lowest

measured discharge, corresponding to vH = 0.78 m s-1

(WF01), the circulation cell extends to cover the steeper

slope of the downstream part of the model as well. For

larger discharges, corresponding to vH = 1 and 1.8 m s-1

(WF02 and WF03), the cell is confined to a triangular

region with lower edges formed by the downstream vertical

wall and the milder slope of the model.

Generally, the same flow structure applies to physical

tests in the larger scale (1:25) with respect to the transition

zones from the subcritical flow regime located upstream to

the supercritical regime over the weir crest (Fig. 9b–d). It

can be seen in Fig. 9b–d that the maximal velocities grow

in the streamwise direction, reaching a local maximum at

the weir crest. The extreme values may be as high as

2.2–2.3 m s-1 for the largest discharges corresponding to

Fig. 10 Evolution of detachment of the stream from the weir crest (WF07); a t0; b t0 ? 0.04 s; c t0 ? 0.08 s
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vH = 1.36, 1.49 and 1.56 m s-1 and an upstream depth of

0.6 m (WF06, WF09, WF12). Further downstream, the

maximum velocities either remain constant (WF07, WF10)

or continue to grow in the remaining cases. It should be

noted that the only case in which the flow remains in the

subcritical regime upstream and downstream of the weir

model is WF10, where the average velocity at the crest is

vH = 0.55 m s-1. It is due to the fact that, in this case, the

depths of flowing water are relatively large, and the

velocity is relatively small, which results in a submerged

flow over the weir model. The maximum velocity of flow is

always lower than the critical velocity resulting from the

thickness of the water layer above the weir crest, as indi-

cated by green lines in Fig. 9d.

3.2 Vortex Formation

For lower discharge rates at a larger scale (1:25), the main

stream may become detached from the weir crest. The

detachment may be partial (Fig. 7a), when the water flow

slows down in certain parts of the weir crest, or permanent

(Fig. 8a), when the flow adjacent to the crest is directed

opposite to the main stream. The presence and type of

detachment implies different flow characteristics with

respect to eddy formation downstream of the weir. Fig-

ures 10, 11, 12 show three typical cases of flow resulting in

development of vortex structures starting from a selected

time instant t0. Figure 10 presents the propagation of

stream detachment from the weir crest. It can be seen that

the main stream slows down suddenly at the location x =

- 0.02 m. The location of the slowdown is identified as the

starting point of the detachment of the stream from the weir

crest. The detachment propagates further downstream of

the weir crest until the lateral boundary of the weir. Behind

the weir, the stream freely overfalls above a limited region

of relatively calm water and eventually becomes attached

to the steeper downstream slope of the weir model. Fig-

ure 11 illustrates the formation of vortex structures above

the weir crest under hydrodynamic conditions corre-

sponding to a permanently detached flow of water from the

weir crest. This kind of detachment is characteristic of flow

that remains in the subcritical regime after passing the front

Fig. 11 Formation of a vortex structure above the weir crest (WF10); a t0; b t0 ? 0.14 s; c t0 ? 0.28 s
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of the weir crest (Figs. 8a and 9d). In this case, the left end

of the weir crest is where vortex structures are first formed

(x = - 0.04 m). The vortices are then advected down-

stream, following a path tangent to the lower boundary of

the main stream. Finally, in Fig. 12, the formation of

vortex structures at the downstream end of the weir crest is

presented. The origin of eddies is located at x = 0.08 m,

just behind the weir crest. Again, the vortices propagate

downstream in a region adjacent to the lower boundary of

the main stream. These hydrodynamic processes are rela-

tively abrupt, since the propagation speed of these

evanescent turbulent structures ranges from 0.3 to 1 m s-1,

and they are formed over a time interval of the order of a

hundredth of a second.

4 Conclusions

Laboratory experiments are carried out to study the kine-

matics of flow over a weir. A model of a weir representing

a part of the spillway section of the existing Włocławek

dam is installed in a wave–current flume. Two model

scales 1:25 and 1:50 are investigated for a number of flow

discharges corresponding to hydrological events with

return periods of 100 and 1000 years. The particle image

velocimetry technique is employed to study the evolution

of a flow velocity field in a direct vicinity of the modelled

damming structure. The system is capable of providing

high fidelity velocity fields at sampling rates of 10 Hz and

50 Hz. The lower acquisition frequency is used for the

analysis of flow characteristics corresponding to a sta-

tionary flow. The generation and propagation of vortices is

analysed on the basis of data acquired at the higher sam-

pling rate.

The flow over the weir model exhibits a common gen-

eral pattern in nearly all analysed test cases. The flow

Fig. 12 Formation of a vortex structure behind the weir crest (WF11); a t0; b t0 ? 0.04 s; c t0 ? 0.08 s
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regime is subcritical and relatively uniform over depth in

the inflow region. Further downstream, it accelerates due to

a decrease in the area perpendicular to the flow, which is

limited by the weir crest and free water surface. The

maximum velocities grow from 0.5–1 m s-1 upstream of

the weir crest to 1.5–2 m s-1 at the local maximum above

the crest. The flow undergoes a transition from the sub-

critical to the supercritical regime, with the exception of

the test case corresponding to the highest upstream depth of

over 0.6 m and the lowest discharge corresponding to an

average velocity at the crest of 0.55 m s-1, where the flow

remains permanently subcritical along the flume. Behind

the weir model, a reverse transition from the supercritical

to the subcritical regime occurs, resulting in a hydraulic

jump.

The geometry of the weir results in the development of a

characteristic circulation cell. For lower discharges, the cell

is wider, covering the entire weir crest, and is accompanied

by the detachment of the main stream from the crest. In the

case of the lowest measured discharge, corresponding to an

average velocity at the crest of 0.78 m s-1, the cell extends

to cover the steeper slope of the downstream part of the

model as well. For larger discharges, corresponding to

average velocities at the crest of 1 and 1.8 m s-1, the cell is

confined to a triangular region behind the weir crest.

The presence of the weir model and sudden changes in

the flow regime result in the formation of vortex structures,

which propagate along the lower edge of the main stream

tube. In a fully subcritical regime, when the average

velocity at the crest reaches approx. 0.6 m s-1, origin of

eddies is located at the upstream end of the weir crest, as

the main stream remains detached from the crest. On the

other hand, for a higher average flow velocity at the crest of

approx. 1.2 m s-1, vortexes are formed at the downstream

end of the crest. These turbulent structures propagate at

speeds ranging from 0.3 to 1 m s-1 and are formed in

hundredths of a second.
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